How to access Course Evaluations in Canvas?

The Course Evaluations can be accessed in any of your modules in Canvas.
Steps: Login to Canvas > go to any enrolled module > click Course Evaluations.

In the Course Evaluations page, you should be able to see ‘Current Evaluations’ and ‘Other Evaluations’ tab, which will list the evaluation(s) that you have not attempted or completed (submitted).

Note: The “None” status that you see in the Course Evaluations page may not necessarily mean that your evaluations had all been completed. It could also refer to:
- Course Evaluations not opened yet
- no Course Evaluations assigned

Please refer to your Professors relating to the Course Evaluations period. Your Course Evaluation(s) are only available within a specific window.
Frequently Asked Questions

**Question:** Help! My Safari browser couldn’t load anything in the Course Evaluations tab!
**Answer:** As of Safari version 13.0 or users who have upgraded to the macOS 10.15 Catalina, there are known issues when attempting to access Course Evaluations. This may be fixed by Apple in future Safari browser releases. Alternatively, you could use older versions of Safari or other modern web browsers e.g. Chrome, Firefox, Opera, Vivaldi.

You could also attempt your Course Evaluations is by clicking on the “Course Evaluation” icon located on the global navigation bar, that will launch in a new browser tab/ window:
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**Question:** I missed the Course Evaluation session in class. Could I extend my deadline?
**Answer:** Please e-mail edtech@yale-nus.edu.sg to ask for extension. EdTech will extend if it is still within the reasonable window.

**Question:** There are some discrepancies in the assigned Course Evaluations. Who should I contact?
**Answer:** Please e-mail edtech@yale-nus.edu.sg with the full details.